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Recursive Autoencoders Based Unsupervised Feature Learning for Hyperspectral Image Classification
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Abstract—For hyperspectral image (HSI) classification, it is very important to learn effective features for the discrimination purpose. Meanwhile, the ability to combine spectral and spatial information together in a deep level is also important for feature learning. In this letter, we propose an unsupervised feature learning method for HSI classification, which is based on recursive autoencoders (RAE) network. RAE utilizes the spatial and spectral information and produces high-level features from the original data. It learns features from the neighborhood of the investigated pixel to represent the whole local homogeneous area of the image. In addition, to obtain more accurate representation of the investigated pixel, a weighting scheme is adopted based on the neighboring pixels, where the weights are determined by the spectral similarity between the neighboring pixels and the investigated pixel. The effectiveness of our method is evaluated by the experiments on two hyperspectral datasets and the results show that our proposed method has better performance.

Index Terms—unsupervised feature learning, recursive autoencoders, deep learning, hyperspectral image classification.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the developments of remote sensing technologies, hyperspectral images (HSI) captured by hyperspectral imaging sensors have been successfully used to detect and classify objects. HSI consists of a number of bands even up to several hundreds over the spectrum, which includes a wealth of information, thus has been widely applied for many practical applications such as the management of the environment, precision agriculture, social security and military defense as well as mineralogy [1-3]. One of the most important applications of HSI is image classification. There are many available methods for HSI classification, which can be categorized into two types, one is pixel-based and the other is spatial-spectral based. Due to the spatial structure information considered in the applications, promising performance has been achieved [4][5] by spatial-spectral methods.

In the past decades, many effective feature learning methods for HSI have also been proposed, such as principal component analysis [6], kernel principal component analysis [7], particle swarm optimization-based feature selection [8], and semi-supervised feature learning [9]. Recently, spatial-spectral feature learning methods have found their applications in HSI analysis, such as 3D Gabor filter [10], 3D gray-level co-occurrence [11] and composite kernel SVM [12]. In [13], a manifold learning method was used to improve the band section quality. Sparse coding also can support feature learning [14][15] which aims to find few proper bases to represent the original information. In [16], sparse representation and graphical model are combined for HSI classification. To make full use of spatial information, in [17], a novel spectral-spatial classification method using multitask joint sparse representation and a step-wise Markov random field framework was proposed to further improve the classification accuracy.

For feature learning, many unsupervised feature learning methods based on deep learning have been proposed [18-20]. Recently, some deep learning methods have also been used to process hyperspectral images. In [21], Stacked Auto Encoders (SAE) was used for HSI classification, in which spatial information is used in the SAE model. The restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM) and Deep Belief Network (DBN) on hyperspectral images were reported in [22] and they designed a novel deep architecture to combine spectral and spatial information. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) has also been used for hyperspectral feature extraction [23] for better results.

Semi-supervised recursive autoencoders (RAE) [24] based on recursive neural networks [25] has shown excellent performance for natural language processing. Inspired by semi-supervised RAE, we here propose an unsupervised RAE network with spectral-spatial learning for HSI classification. Firstly, an unsupervised RAE network is built by the training data, and then the network weights are trained using back propagation (BP) and the limited memory BFGS method (L-BFGS) [26]. Afterwards, the similarity weights between the investigated pixel and its neighboring pixels are integrated into the network, which determines the merging sequence and importance. Finally, the output of the RAE network represents higher-level features of the investigated pixel in the neighborhood, whose dimension is the same as the number of the spec-
tral bands. It should be noted that the process of feature extraction is unsupervised, thus this method overcomes the practical challenge when there are limited labeled samples available to use. Finally, the learned features are classified using support vector machine (SVM) which has achieved good performance on hyperspectral classification [27].

The contributions of the letter are two-fold: 1) a new unsupervised feature learning method based on recursive autoencoders is proposed for HSI classification; 2) a similarity weight between the investigated pixel and its neighboring pixels is considered in the RAE network to learn deep features.

II. AUTOENCODERS

Autoencoders (AE) network [21] is a symmetrical neural network to learn features from the original data in an unsupervised manner. It is based on a single-hidden-layer feedforward neural network (SLFNN). Given the spectral vector of a pixel in HSI, \( \mathbf{x} \in \mathbb{R}^m \), the hidden neurons in a SLFNN are denoted as \( \mathbf{h} \in \mathbb{R}^m \) (\( m \) is the number of hidden neutrals), which is achieved by:

\[
\mathbf{h} = f(\mathbf{W}_1\mathbf{x} + \mathbf{b}_1)
\]

where \( \mathbf{W}_1 \) is an \( m \times d \) weight matrix, \( \mathbf{b}_1 \) is a bias vector with \( m \)-dimension, and \( f \) is an activity function, which is a \( \tanh \) function in this letter. \( f \) can also be a sigmoid function.

The AE network aims to learn an approximation to the identity function so that the output \( \hat{\mathbf{x}} \) of the reconstruction layer is similar to \( \mathbf{x} \). The output neurons are defined as

\[
\hat{\mathbf{x}} = \mathbf{W}_2\mathbf{h} + \mathbf{b}_2
\]

where \( \mathbf{W}_2 \) is a \( d \times m \) matrix and \( \mathbf{b}_2 \) is the bias. The reconstruction error is

\[
E = \frac{1}{2}\| \mathbf{x} - \hat{\mathbf{x}} \|_2^2
\]

Minimizing the reconstruction error, the weight matrices \( \mathbf{W}_1 \) and \( \mathbf{W}_2 \), and the biases \( \mathbf{b}_1 \) and \( \mathbf{b}_2 \) can be obtained via the standard BP algorithm. Then the outputs of the hidden neurons are the learned features of the original data.

The network is capable of carrying out dimensionality reduction through limiting the number of the hidden neurons, and it is proved that the hidden neurons are an excellent representation of the original data with less loss of information.

III. UNSUPERVISED RECURSIVE AUTOENCODERS FOR FEATURE LEARNING

RAE network is a combination of the AE network and a recursive structure, which is to learn high-level features of the input as a representation [24]. The unsupervised RAE network based feature learning can overcome the difficulty of collecting labeled samples because of the unsupervised manner. In addition, the spatial-spectral information is also integrated in the unsupervised RAE network.

A. Unsupervised RAE

RAE network adopts a recursive structure which is common, simple and accessible in practice. For example, in [25], a building region can be recursively split into smaller regions depicting parts such as roofs and windows. Then we can merge smaller parts into a larger region according to the rule that the parts of the same class must firstly be merged and the ones of different classes should be merged later on. Finally, by the rule, a whole building merged by parts will be formed, standing for the original one, i.e. the entire building region. The recursive representation represents rationally the entire region and the dimension of the representation will not increase.

![Fig. 1. The structure of unsupervised recursive autoencoders](image)

The approach presented in [24] is used for image classification, and a supervised recursive structure is applied to learn features for each image. While our work is to generate the classification map of the land covers in HSI, we recursively learn features for each pixel based on an unsupervised recursive structure. To effectively use the recursive structure and take the spatial information into consideration as well, we propose a feature learning method using spatial neighborhood information in the unsupervised RAE network.

Unsupervised RAE is a tree structure. Taking a neighborhood region \( 3 \times 3 \) for example, the tree structure of unsupervised RAE is shown in Fig. 1. The structure is determined by the reconstruction error. The pixels in the neighborhood region are denoted as \( (x_1, x_2, \cdots, x_9), x_i \in \mathbb{R}^d \).

The form of branching triplets of the parent with children in the binary tree is represented as \((p \rightarrow c_1, c_2)\), where \( p \) denotes the parent and \( c_1, c_2 \) are the children. For reconstructing the tree shown in Fig. 1, the representation of the tree form is: \((y_1 \rightarrow x_1x_2), (y_2 \rightarrow x_3y_1), \cdots, (y_9 \rightarrow x_9y_1))\). To apply the same AE network to each pair of children recursively, the representations of hidden \( y_c \) can keep the same dimensionality as \( x_i \).

The parent node \( P \) (e.g. \( y_1 \)) is computed from its children \( (c_1, c_2) = (x_1, x_2) \):

\[
p = f(\mathbf{W}_i[c_1; c_2] + \mathbf{b}_1)
\]

where the parameter matrix \( \mathbf{W}_i \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times d} \) is multiplied by the concatenated vector of the two children \([c_1; c_2]\). After adding a bias term \( \mathbf{b}_1 \), we apply an element-wise activation function such as \( \tanh \) or sigmoid to the resulting vector. In our work, the \( \tanh \) activation function is used as same as the one used in [24]. Then the AE network is adopted to reconstruct the children in the reconstruction layer, which can assess how good the learned \( d \)-dimensional vector represents its children. The reconstructed children can be obtained by

\[
[\hat{c}_1; \hat{c}_2] = \mathbf{W}_2p + \mathbf{b}_2
\]
In the AE network, the objective function for training is to minimize the reconstruction error of the input pairs. For each pair, the Euclidean distance between the original input and its reconstruction is computed to measure the reconstruction error:

\[ E([c_1, c_2]) = \frac{1}{2} \| [c_1 - c_2] \|_2^2. \]  

(6)

The above process depicts how good a d-dimensional parent vector representation \( \mathbf{P} \) is learned from two d-dimensional children \((c_1, c_2)\). The learned parent vector \( \mathbf{P} \) (e.g. \( y_1 \)) is then treated as a child and combined with its nearest child (e.g. \( x_1 \)) to learn new features (i.e. \( y_2 \)) by AE network. By recursively learning features with AE network, a top parent node of the tree occurs, which is the representation of the investigated pixel in the spatial neighborhood.

However, here is a question: which pair of pixels should be first integrated? This can be solved through a rule that the neighboring pixels with the minimum reconstruction error have a higher priority for integration. As shown in Fig. 1, given the pixels in the neighborhood \((x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n)\) as the input of the RAE network, the reconstruction error of the first pair of the neighboring pixels \((x_1, x_2)\) is the lowest, so \((x_1, x_2)\) are defined as the potential children of a patch \((c_1, c_2)\) to the input of AE. The obtained parent \( y_1 \) will represent the pair of pixels \((x_1, x_2)\), and the input becomes \((y_1, x_3, \ldots, x_n)\). Then for each pair of children, we save the potential parent node \( \mathbf{P} \) and the obtained reconstruction error. Again, we find the pair of children owing the lowest reconstruction error and integrate them to get a new parent node. The process repeats until the last pair of children are merged into the top node, and the tree structure is built. So far, the unsupervised RAE network is constructed.

B. Learning Parameters

The model parameters \( \mathbf{θ} = (\mathbf{W}_i, \mathbf{b}_i, \mathbf{W}_h, \mathbf{b}_h) \) of the tree structure are learned by minimizing the reconstruction error shown in Eq. (6). The gradient on the reconstruction error becomes:

\[ \frac{\partial J}{\partial \mathbf{θ}} = \frac{1}{N} \sum \frac{\partial E(x; \mathbf{θ})}{\partial \mathbf{θ}} + \lambda \mathbf{θ}. \]  

(7)

To compute the gradient, all the candidate trees are first greedily constructed, and then the derivatives for these trees are computed via BP through structuring. A simple modification to the general BP used in RAE [23] is that the reconstruction errors are split at each node and then propagated to the children. Finally, L-BFGS is used over the training data to minimize the objective on the tree structure. Hence the model parameters \( \mathbf{θ} \) is obtained and the unsupervised RAE network is built with the training samples.

C. Weighted Network

In our work, the goal of the unsupervised RAE network is to represent the investigated pixel using the learned features, but in a neighborhood, especially around the border of the regions, not all the neighboring pixels belong to the same class as the central pixel. So, a weight determined by the similarity between the investigated pixel and the neighboring pixels is added to the network to effectively represent the investigated pixel. The larger the similarity weight is, the more important the corresponding pixel plays in the unsupervised RAE network to learn features. The similarity weight is obtained by

\[ S_{ij} = \exp \left( -\frac{\|x_i - x_j\|_2}{2\sigma^2} \right) \]  

(8)

where \( x_i \) is the investigated pixel and \( x_j \) is a neighboring pixel.

Given the built tree structure and the weights, the leaf nodes \((x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n)\) can be denoted as \((S_1x_1, S_2x_2, \ldots, x_3, \ldots, S_5x_5)\) (assuming the investigated pixel is \( x_5 \)). They are substituted into the trained tree by Eq. (4) to recursively obtain the top node. Then the average of all the nodes in the unsupervised RAE tree structure is used as the final features for the central pixel. Finally, SVM is selected as the classifier to assess the effectiveness of the learned features for HSI classification.

IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate our proposed weighted unsupervised RAE (unRAE) on two real HSI datasets and make comparison against four competitive classification algorithms: 1) Spectral-feature-based SVM classifier (SVM); 2) Spectral-Spatial feature based SAE [1] Spectral-spatial SAE); 3) Composite kernel SVM (SVM-CK) [12] and 4) joint sparsity model (SOMP) [14]. In Spectral-Spatial SAE, we use the window size of \( 7 \times 7 \) to collect the spatial information and reduce the dimension of features to 4 by PCA as suggested in the original paper. Only one hidden layer is used and the hidden units are set to half of the dimension of the original spectral features. For SVM-CK, the spatial information is provided by the extended multi-attribute profile (EMAP) [12]. The parameters of SVM-CK are obtained by fivefold cross-validation. For SOMP, the parameter settings are the same as that shown in [14], which applied spatial-spectral information to sparse representation for classification. The radial basis function (RBF) kernel is used in the SVM. For the proposed method, the spatial neighborhood of a square window is adopted for both the Indian Pines and the University of Pavia datasets.

A. AVIRIS Data Set: Indian Pines

The Indian Pines dataset was captured by the Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS) sensor over Indiana Pine site area in Northwest Indiana, USA in June 1992. The AVIRIS sensor acquires 220 bands over the spectral range from 0.2 to 2.4 um. We remove 20 low signal-to-noise bands (104-108,150-163 and 220) due to the water absorption, and the remaining 200 bands are used for the experimental analysis. The AVIRIS sensor acquires 220 bands over the spectral range from 0.2 to 2.4 um. We remove 20 low signal-to-noise bands (104-108,150-163 and 220) due to the water absorption, and the remaining 200 bands are used for the experimental analysis. The dataset consists of 145×145 pixels with a spatial resolution of 20m/pixel, and has 16 classes of land covers available based on the ground truth information.

For all the algorithms, we randomly choose 10% of the labeled samples per class as the training set, and the remaining data is used as test samples. Table I shows the classification accuracy using different methods. Fig. 2 demonstrates the ground truth and the classification maps by different algorithms.
Table I shows that the proposed unRAE algorithm outperforms the other approaches in terms of overall accuracy and kappa coefficient. The pixel-wise SVM does not lead to better performance because no spatial structure feature is used. Although the spectral-spatial SAE [1] utilizes the spatial information the result is not improved because 10% of the labeled samples used in our paper are not sufficient for training the model. The SVM-CK, SOMP and our proposed method are compared here. For SOMP, it assumes that the HSI pixels in a small spatial neighborhood are approximated by a sparse linear combination of several atoms [14]. Compared with SOMP, unRAE-SVM obtains a better result in terms of overall accuracy and kappa coefficient due to the usage of a similarity weight. SVM-CK utilizes EMAP to obtain spatial information which improves the capability in extracting the spatial characteristics of the structures in the scene. However, the dimensionality of the data is also increased. It should be noted that in our experiment all 16 classes samples are used to conduct the experiment. For the area Oats, it only has 20 samples, and 2 labeled samples are randomly chosen for training.

### B. ROSOS Urban Data: University of Pavia

The University of Pavia image was acquired by the Reflective Optics System Imaging Spectrometer (ROSIS). The ROSIS sensor generates 115 spectral bands ranging from 0.43 to 0.86 \(\mu m\) and has a spatial resolution of 1.3 m per pixel. The University of Pavia image includes 610 x 340 pixels of nine ground-truth classes as shown in Fig. 3(a-b). By removing the 12 noisy bands, each pixel is represented by 103 bands.

In the experiment, 9% of samples per class are chosen for training and the rest are used for testing. Table II summarizes the classification results using SVM, Spatial-Spectral SAE, SVM-CK, SOMP, and unRAE-SVM. As can be seen from three indices shown in Table II, our unRAE-SVM performs the best among all the algorithms. Compared with the Indiana Pines Dataset, University of Pavia data set contains more spectral pixels and each class has relatively balanced samples. So, all the methods perform better. Our algorithm achieves around 1.7% increase compared to SOMP, and has higher increase in accuracy than the other algorithms. Especially, for the bare soil class, our unRAE achieves 99.19% in accuracy, which exceeds the other algorithms clearly.

Fig. 3(c-g) shows the visual classification results of the five algorithms. It is shown that the bare soil categories are better...
classified by unRAE-SVM than the other algorithms, which is in agreement with the statistical results shown in Table II. Compared with SOMP, unRAE-SVM obtains a better classification result.

C. Effect of Neighborhood Size

We set the neighborhood size to $9 \times 9$, $7 \times 7$, $5 \times 5$, and $3 \times 3$ respectively to obtain the classification results on the two HSI datasets. The results are shown in Fig. 4. As we can see from Fig. 4, for both datasets, the neighborhood size with $7 \times 7$ gets good performance. Although the overall accuracy with $9 \times 9$ neighborhood is slightly better than $7 \times 7$ on the University of Pavia dataset, we chose $7 \times 7$ for both datasets to compromise the computation complexity. It is noticed that the overall accuracy will not always increase with the increase of the neighborhood size because more neighboring information unrelated to the investigated pixels are involved.

Fig. 4. Overall classification accuracy for different neighborhood sizes for Indiana Pines and University of Pavia datasets

V. CONCLUSION

In this letter, we have proposed an unsupervised feature learning method based on the unsupervised RAE network integrated with spatial information, and have proved its effectiveness for HSI classification. Since the neighboring pixels are exploited to learn the features for the investigated pixel in the spatial neighborhood, similarity weights between the central pixel and the neighboring pixels are added to the unsupervised RAE network to learn features accurately. Moreover, our proposed unRAE algorithm learns features in an unsupervised learning manner which avoids the burden in obtaining labeled samples for HSI analysis. The model based on the unsupervised RAE for feature learning also can be extended to HSI band selection, which is our future work.
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